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Soccer analyst Cobi Jones once wrote: “You want to
teach the next generation so they can learn a little bit
faster and a little bit more so everything becomes that
much better.” Jones’ prudent advice applies not only
to sports but also to family business owners who want
the family and the business to transition smoothly to
the next generation. That’s why the families who are
successful in both provide education for both: the family
and the business.

Early Family Business Education

Family Education and Family Governance
By the time younger generation members reach high
school, they should be learning about the industry or
type of business the family is in, particularly when there
are many siblings and cousins involved. Young adults
also need to know if they would be welcomed into the
business, should they decide they want to work there,
and under what circumstances.
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Formal Education
From our years of experience working
with family businesses as well as in
academia, we have found that those
family owners who have had the most
success have invested in their family
education in four areas:
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When it comes to the next generation’s formal education,
the first step is finding one or two leaders from the next
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The goal of family business education for the next
generation is acquiring collective wisdom that could last
centuries. That’s why the time and the effort to provide
it are so worthwhile for the family and the business.

“Do You Know? The power of family history in adolescent identity
and well-being” by Robyn Fivush, Marshall Duke and Jennifer
Bohanek
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The Three-Circle Model was first published in the Family
Business Review in 1982 in Taguiri and Davis’ classic article
“Bivalent Attributes of the Family Firm.”
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For more information about family education, please see Family Education
for Business Owning Families by Amy Schuman and John L. Ward.
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